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Introduction
During the past several years, a number of notions have been developed surrounding the topic a of non-monotonic reasoning. A basic aspect of non-monotonic reasoning is that of computing nswers to queries with negated atoms. Using first-order logic requires that the theory contain . F negated data, otherwise queries that contain negated atoms will return with the answer unknown irst-order logic is monotonic in that when a consistent set of axioms is given from which one can h prove a statement S, and a new statement B is added to the set of axioms and B is consistent wit 2 -c S, then one can still prove B. Adding negated statements to a database may overwhelm any practi al system. It would, therefore, be of interest to consider systems which do not contain negated s r data and contain some rule that permits one to compute answers when negated information i equested.
A number of concepts have been investigated with respect to handling negation in nonp monotonic systems. In logic programming applications, negation is handled by failure to prove the ositive atom. Clark [1978] has shown that negation by failure corresponds to providing the "only e fi if" statements to the "if" statements represented by the theory. It is interesting to note that th rst-order theory with "only if" statements becomes cumbersome to compute answers. The nont i monotonic theory represented by "negation as failure", deals only with Horn clauses, from which i s relatively easy to compute answers. McCarthy [1980] has introduced the notion of circumscripd tion to handle negation. When the theory is Horn, and there are a finite number of constants in the omain, then circumscription and "negation by failure" are closely related [Reiter 1982 ]. Under t other conditions it may not be easy to compute answers to arbitrary queries in circumscribed heories. If, for example, the theory is non-Horn, then the usual concept of "negation as failure" f does not apply and must be replaced by the "generalized closed world assumption" (or "generalized ailure by negation") as developed by Minker [1982] . In such a theory it is difficult to compute , a answers, as may be seen by the work of Grant and Minker [1984] , Henschen and Yahya [1984] nd Bossu and Siegel [1985] .
The theory of circumscription as described by McCarthy [1980] does not cover the topic of -c protected circumscription [Minker and Perlis 1984b] . In circumscription, the object is to cir umscribe a predicate so that only that which is known to be true will be true and that which is not s know to be true will be circumscribed from being true and in fact will be considered false. In ome situations we are interested in circumscribing a predicate except that it is desired not to con-. M clude that the predicate is false for certain exceptional values of the argument to the predicate cCarthy's [1984] later version of circumscription, called formula circumscription, does subsume 3 e e protected circumscription, but it is not clear that Reiter's work extends to allow one to comput fficiently in this case. We note that Lifschitz [1984] has nonetheless taken major strides toward reducing formula circumscription to a more tractable form.
In this paper we investigate computational issues with respect to protected circumscription o c where the theory is Horn with some exceptions where the user specifies that he does not want t onclude that some values are either true or false. In section 2 we discuss the concept of protected y c data and propose an algorithm that can be implemented readily to answer queries when the theor onsists entirely of ground atomic formulas and formulas that denote protection under the closed -t world assumption (Reiter [1978] , Minker and Perlis [1984b] ). We then formulate a logic represen ation of the same problem and prove that the results obtained in the two theories are equivalent. In e g section 3 we review the notion of protected circumscription and show that the results for the abov round case when using the logic representation or the concept of protected circumscription are , w equivalent. In section 4 we consider the case of deductive Horn databases with protection. That is e are no longer concerned only with the ground case. Here we propose an extension to the algot rithm presented in section 2. We show that the results obtained in computing answers to queries in he case of the algorithm and the results from protected circumscription are not equivalent. We a then show that a suitable "preparation" of a database will prevent the algorithm from producing ny answers that contradict circumscription, and also will produce all correct answers to queries in There are two one-place predicates in the database: R and S. In such a database augmented by th losed world assumption, it is possible to prove not only the four (positive) atoms, but also the l v negative literals ¬R(c) and ¬S(b). We wish to investigate databases that contain a form of nul alue in which it is not known whether a particular atom is true or false. We refer to such unknown data as exceptional, and the process of representing this situation as protection.
Consider the above database where R(c) is to be exceptional, that is, its truth or falsity is We refer the reader to [Zaniolo 1984 ] for an excellent discussion of the problem of indefinite t data. We note that our concern here differs from that of Zaniolo, in that he is not concerned with he problem of negating conclusions when possible (the closed world assumption). He focusses b instead on what he calls the problem of defining "a lower bound: the set of objects which, on the asis of available information, can be concluded to satisfy Q for sure..." The dual "upper bound" d problem, in his words, "of preserving the closed world assumption when dealing with incomplete atabases" is one we address here. n Since the atom S is not protected, ES(x) = ∅, and S(x) = {a, c}, we obtai
In addition, if we calculate ¬R(x) in the same way, since´c´is protected for R, we obtai R(x) = ∅. That is, we cannot prove ¬R(c), and hence,´c´is protected for R since we can also s e not prove R(c). Thus, the two methods of computation just described yield the same results for thi xample. We shall show later that the algorithm computes correct answers for the case of relational databases.
Our algorithm, which effectively extends relational algebra to handle protected data, is as fol- he manner in which negation is handled in the protected relational algebra is referred to as the c protected closed-world assumption. Note that PRS can be applied to any wff Q, but if Q is not in onjunctive normal form then tautologies may not be correctly identified. For instance, the wff
hich is in disjunctive normal form, will not produce via PRA all tuples of W even though it is a tautology.
In the following sections, we show that the algorithm produces the same answers as two e g other approaches, which we call the logic representation and protected circumscription, in th round function-free case. n
Logic Representatio
In the case of (Horn) databases we have a generalization of the idea of Clark [1978] who, . F when discussing negation as failure, showed that an´if and only if´condition was its analogue or example, if P(a) and P(b) are known and we do not care about c or d, then we would write 
, n
If and only if conditions of this form we will call protected completion axioms. For later reference ote that we can re-write this as a conjunction of two formulas and then remove tautologies:
here we assume distinct constants stand for distinct entities). If the original theory, which here a we can take to be x=a v x=b .→ P(x), is denoted A, then A augmented by the protected completion xioms together with the unique names hypotheses [Reiter 1980 ] alluded to above--that distinct constants stand for distinct entities--we refer to as the logic representation, LR(A), of A. In the latter case, suppose a=c is true, and resolves with a unit clause a≠c in a branch We review briefly the idea of circumscription. Given a predicate symbol P (other than the A equality predicate symbol) and a formula A[P] containing P, the circumscription of P by
Equivalence of Algorithm and Logic
[P] can be thought of as saying that the P-things consist of certain ones as needed to satisfy A [P] and no more, in the sense that any P-things Z satisfying A[Z] already include all P-things: O tain classes of theories; in particular, for theories all models of whose circumscriptions are minimal ne such type of theory is that in which the universe is provably finite.
Protected Circumscription
As a motivation, suppose a database DB is given, and that as is usual the queries Q that are , w answerable affirmatively are the ones that are true with respect to an intended real-world model ith the exception of certain queries regarding items that we know have not been specified , completely yet in DB. E.g., we may know data is still being gathered on these items, such as m say, incomes of middle-level management in a large company, while all the other entries in DB ay be complete. We may wish to reason about DB assuming that all data is known (closed e d world assumption [Reiter 1978 ]) except for these incomes. That is, we may wish to protect thes ata from circumscription.
Here we review a simple syntactic device which will yield the desired result in such cases.
(
We suggest that once A has been selected as appropriate for circumscribing P, and if perhaps later) it is desired to protect certain things (say, those satisfying the predicate EP) from e c this process so that circumscription will not be used to show EP-things are not P-things, w an keep the same criteria A, but alter the form of the schema itself. Writing EP (x) for protected { if we query R , we will get {a,b}; ER = {c}, and ¬R yields {a,b,c} -R -ER = nil. Also, S = a,c}. ES = nil, and ¬S = {a,b,c} -S -ES = {b}.
If we circumscribe on all predicates at once, which is the form corresponding to predicate e completion and to the algorithm PRA, then we use as many protection predicates EP as there ar ote that the only difference between the algorithm PRAH and the algorithm PRA, aside from the r t fact that A now is a more general kind of theory, is that PRAH employs provability from A rathe han simple axiomhood in the atomic case.
Non-equivalence
The case in which there are general Horn clauses in the theory that contain implication sym-, A bols and both the left and right sides are not empty, complicates matters. Consider a simple theory = {P(a), Q(x) ← P(x), EP(c)}. The corresponding first-order theory corresponding to A obtained using protected circumscription is:
If we modify our algorithm as above, to state provability, as the obvious generalization, we do no btain the same results from the circumscribed theory and the algorithm. Applying the algorithm to A, we obtain ¬Q(c), whereas in CIRC(A), we cannot prove ¬Q(c). 
Soundness of a suitably prepared database
We establish that the appropriate "preparation" of the database will force the extended algob rithm to agree with protected circumscription, in the weak sense that all answers to queries given y the algorithm will be consistent with the results of circumscription. The preparation we have in a mind is that of adding extra protection to the database, typified in the following situation: if P→Q nd EP(a) are in the database, then EQ(a) is added, or alternatively, EP(x)→EQ(x). We will D proceed by establishing several lemmas before giving our principal result on this. does not. In particular, the illustrated theory just mentioned has Ca explicitly protected, but cir umscription will implicitly treat Fa, Ia, and Ga as if protected as well, even though PRAH will t P not. Thus CIRC(A) will not have ¬Ga as a theorem, while PRAH will yield a ∈ ¬G . To preven RAH from "missing" (and consequently negating) the implicitly protected atoms, we seek to e " identify which these atoms are, and subsequently to make explicit their protection with a suitabl preparation" of A. The following lemma and "marking algorithm" identify those atoms which are protected, implicitly or explicitly, in circumscriptive deductions. e let γ be the root of the tree to be described; its immediate children will be all con- and the rest are provable. We wish to know which these atoms γ are, so that we can make e δ appropriate modifications in the use of PRAH. For this, we work backwards from all possibl ,...,δ , using the following marking algorithm will determine the atoms γ that are effectively pro- I completion axioms [Clark 1978 ] as shown by Reiter [1982] , and the work presented in this paper n the case of protected theories, we do not obtain all answers for some queries. 
